WILDING WALLBEDS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
UNDER CABINET ORGANIZER
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Tools Needed
Phillips screwdriver
STANLEY

Tape measure

Cordless screw driver
with Phillips bit

Hardware

20
Cam Fitting

8

20
Connecting Bolts
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1 1/4’’ Wood Screw

Hardware needed for the next two step
x2

x2

Connecting Bolt

White Cam Fitting

Step: 1 Locate the two center

partitions. In the partition with
the finished edge insert two connecting bolts as illustrated.
Helpful hint: Screw the connecting
bolt in until the collar of the connecting bolt is seated snugly against the
surface of the part.

Step: 2 In the second partition,
insert two white cam fittings into
the sockets as illustrated. Verify
the cam fittings are seated down
firmly into the partition.
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Finished edge

Working with Cam Fittings

In the next steps you will work with Cam Fittings and Connecting Bolts in
attaching cabinet parts together. Take a minute and review this information
for ease of assembly.
- Slide the Cam over Connecting bolt.

1/2 Turn to tight

Connecting Bolt

- Hold parts snug together.
- Turn Cam Fitting 1/2 turn clockwise with a manual
screw driver. DO NOT USE POWER SCREW DRIVER.

Step: 3 Using the cam fittings,
connect the two partitions together
as illustrated.
Helpful hint: the cam fittings
only need to turn one half turn
to the right to snugly pull parts
together. Use a hand screwdriver while working with cam
fittings.
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Cam Fitting

Step: 4 Locate the two end parti-

tions and insert connecting bolts in
the top two holes as illustrated.
Important note: Verify that the
partitions are oriented correctly and the holes receiving
the connecting bolts are nearer
the end of the partition.

Step: 5 Locate the four

shelves and insert white
cam fittings in each of the
sockets provided.

Step: 6 Insert connecting bolts
into the top four holes on the
inside partitions as shown.
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Step: 7 Insert connecting bolts as

desired for shelf height on the left
and right sides. The connecting bolts
placement must match so shelves
will be level.

Left side

Right side

Placement of connecting
bolts match each other

Placement of connecting
bolts match each other

IMPORTANT NOTE: There will be two pairs of shelves and each pair MAY vary in length. Each
Under Desk Organizer is custom designed for the desk unit. Verify at this point which side will receive the longer shelves.*

Step: 8 Once you have identified (based on desk
configuration)* which shelves will be on the left
and which will be on the right, attach the shelves
to the connecting bolts using the cam fittings. As
illustrated below.

Left

Right

*For additional information on layout, see the last page of this booklet.
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INFORMATIONAL ILLUSTRATION ONLY (YOUR LAYOUT MAY VARY).

WALLBED

DESK TOP

DESK
COMPONENT
UNDER CABINET
ORGANIZER
Left outside partition

Right outside partition

The Under Cabinet Organizer is designed to fit 3/4” from the back wall(s) to allow for base molding in the room, It
has been designed (once positioned 3/4” from the walls) to fit with one outside partition against either a desk component or the wallbed and the other outside partition to fit against the opposite desk component or wallbed on an adjacent wall. Notice in this illustration the right side of the Under Desk Organizer is longer and fits up against the desk
component to the right while the left side fits up against the wallbed. It may be necessary to look at the drawings for
your individual room to identify right and left.

We recommend, for ease of installation, that you first position and attach the wallbed followed by moving the Under
Desk Organizer into position with it’s outside partition fit tight against the wallbed (remember to position the Under
Desk Organizer 3/4” from the wall). Then place the desk component against the opposite outside partition. You may
want to anchor the Under Cabinet Organizer to the wallbed and desk component using 1 1/4” screws to secure the
entire unit. Finally place the desk top in position and anchor it to the desk component and Under Cabinet Organizer.
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